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The best Web sites for Linux users

THE RIGHT PAGES
Janet Roebuck offers

up the latest Web

sites to spark our

interest in the Linux

Magazine office

Pretty Poly Editor
http://prettypoly.sourceforge.net/

PPE is a
portable Open

Source 3D modeller, file
viewer and converter. It
is targetted at 3D
games development
and supports OpenGL
and WYSIWYG
functionality.

Linux Powered
http://www.linuxpowered.com/

A portal site for
knowledge with special

interest areas such as Linux
Security and Networking.

User-Mode Linux
Kernel
http://user-mode-
linux.sourceforge.net/

User-Mode Linux
is a safe, secure

way of running Linux
versions and Linux
processes. Run buggy
software, experiment with
new Linux kernels or
distributions, and poke
around in the internals of Linux, all without risking
your main Linux setup.

SuperLinux Encyclopedia
http://slencyclopedia.berlios.de/

Every subject needs an exhaustive source of
information and as far as Linux is

concerned, this is possibly as close as you’re going to
get.

EchelonWatch
http://www.aclu.org/echelonwatch/

This site is designed to encourage public
discussion of this potential threat to civil

liberties and to urge the governments of the world to
protect our rights.

Why Python is best
http://www.python.org/doc/Comparisons.html

Python is often compared to other
programming languages. Here’s a sampling

of what’s been
written, by people
biased in various
directions...

Linux Planet
http://www.linuxplanet.com/linuxplanet/

Linux Planet is an excellent online Linux
magazine full of useful content, ranging

from the latest news stories and opinions to tutorial
guides. 

Happy Penguin
http://happypenguin.org/

The Linux game tome.
Want the latest game?

Then find out the news with a
huge database of Linux games.

Linux Games
http://www.linuxgames.com/

Not quite as big as Happy Penguin but the
news is always current with good insider

knowledge.

Gimp User Group
http://gug.sunsite.dk/

The largest collection of Gimp arts and
tutorials anywhere on the Internet!

Right now it contains 1,392 pictures, 220
textures and 18 Script-Fu scripts.


